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1. Introduction 
ABSTRACT 
An experimental investigation into the effect of chevron spacing and distribution on 
supersonic jets was performed. Cross-stream and streamwise particle imaging veloci-
metry measurements were used to relate flow field modification to sound field changes 
measured by far-field microphones in the overexpanded, ideally expanded, and under-
expanded regimes. Drastic modification of the jet cross-section was achieved by the 
investigated configurations, with both elliptic and triangular shapes attained downstream. 
Consequently, screech was nearly eliminated with reductions in the range of 10-25 dB 
depending on the operating condition. Analysis of the streamwise velocity indicated that 
both the mean shock spacing and strength were reduced resulting in an increase in the 
broadband shock associated noise spectral peak frequency and a reduction in the 
amplitude, respectively. Maximum broadband shock associated noise amplitude reduc-
tions were in the 5-7 dB range. Chevron proximity was found to be the primary driver of 
peak vorticity production, though persistence followed the opposite trend. The integrated 
streamwise vorticity modulus was found to be correlated with peak large scale turbulent 
mixing noise reduction, though optimal overall sound pressure level reductions did not 
necessarily follow due to the shock/fine scale mixing noise sources. Optimal large scale 
mixing noise reductions were in the 5-6 dB range. 
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Application of chevrons to military style nozzles for supersonic jet noise reduction is not a new concept . In fact, 
chevrons are particularly attractive for military aircraft as they can be integrated into the variable area nozzle's divergent 
flaps which are finite life parts, thus allowing them to be retrofit through regular maintenance. The primary challenge facing 
chevron introduction into service is maximizing noise reduction during takeoff while limiting the incurred thrust penalties 
throughout the entire mission. This is particularly difficult as the exhaust of military aircraft at takeoff is highly over-
expanded due to nozzle optimization occurring at altitude conditions , . Not only does the supersonic nature of the 
exhaust introduce shock associated noise sources, but also it further complicates chevron design due to flow contraction at 
the nozzle exit caused by the overexpansion. Consequently, larger chevron penetration levels are required to appreciably 
affect the flow and noise fields ". This required penetration increase directly raises the overall projected area, a 
parameter which has been shown to be related to performance losses . One possible route towards mitigation of 
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projected area losses is modification of the other geometric parameters, in particular the chevron's length and width.
Consensus on the these parameters has not yet been reached, for example Martens and Spyropoulos [6] and Henderson and
Bridges [4] indicate opposing length vs. noise reduction trends. Another possible mitigation tactic is to reduce the number of
chevrons while holding their geometry constant. This introduces the parameter of chevron arrangement, in addition to
number, towards which limited investigation has been performed. This is primarily due to the faceted design of the variable
area exhaust nozzles. In particular, recent studies have limited investigation to sets of 12 chevrons which encompass the
entire nozzle perimeter due to the F404's roughly dodecagon nozzle cross section. For example, of the above mentioned
studies, Seiner et al. [1] was the only group which did not employ 12 chevrons and only a single chevron configuration was
investigated.
Arrangement has been investigated in the past for chevrons applied to non-military style nozzles in both subsonic [9],
and supersonic [10–12] jets. Bridges and Brown [9] found that periodic azimuthally spaced chevrons with asymmetric
geometry were detrimental to subsonic noise reduction when compared to chevrons with symmetric geometry and
identical penetration. Additionally, increases in chevron number were shown to achieve appreciable low frequency
reductions without a high frequency penalty. Mengle et al. [10] found that azimuthally varied chevron penetration was
beneficial for inflight passenger aircraft shock noise reduction. Additionally, due to a lack of azimuthal periodicity, an azi-
muthal sound field was measured which required operating condition dependent clocking (relative to the engine's pylon)
for optimal noise reduction. Finally, Tide and Srinivasan [11,12] investigated the effect of chevron number and asymmetry
on sonic nozzles. They found that increases in chevron number were beneficial, and chevron asymmetries improved noise
reduction, in particular broadband shock associated noise (BSAN), compared to standard chevron configurations at specific
azimuthal angles. These previous studies illustrate the benefits of investigating arrangement and further highlight the
possible shock noise benefits of non-azimuthally symmetric chevron configurations.
The current study seeks to improve understanding of the effect of chevron arrangement on noise from supersonic jets
created by military style nozzles. Detailed investigation of the flow and acoustic fields of three chevron arrangements that
were conceptualized based on previously investigated noise reduction technologies were performed. The first arrangement
was chosen to recreate an elliptic nozzle due to beneficial acoustic results shown in the past. For example, Kinzie et al. [13]
and Kinzie and McLaughlin [14,15] found that an elliptic jet was quieter than a corresponding circular jet, with the major
axis plane indicating reductions of 4–5 dB. Similar benefits were reported by Verma and Rathakrishnan [16]. Gutmark et al.
[17] indicated that elliptic jets reduced the number of shock cells by a factor of three when compared to an equivalent
circular jet. Tesson et al. [18] showed that an elliptic jet can reduce broadband shock associated noise by upwards of 3 dB as
compared to an equivalent circular nozzle. Generation of an elliptic jet by chevrons was accomplished by clustering two sets
of three chevrons at opposite sides of the nozzle. This increased mixing in the plane containing the chevrons due to
streamwise vortex introduction, which in turn modified the jet's circular cross-section into an ellipse. The second
arrangement was conceptualized to replicate a beveled nozzle. Beveled nozzles are shaped similarly to axisymmetric
nozzles except the exit of the nozzle is not perpendicular to the jet centerline. Replication of this configuration was achieved
by grouping six chevrons together on one side of the nozzle. Viswanathan [19] showed that a nozzle beveled at 45° was
quieter than a typical nozzle for nearly all observation and azimuthal angles. Maximum overall sound pressure level (OASPL)
reductions were approximately 10 dB and were seen to coincide with the longer lip. Viswanathan et al. [20] investigated the
effect of bevel angle and determined that the noise reduction was directly correlated with bevel angle. Measured flow
deflection was within 71.5° and they documented a maximum of 2.1 simulated EPNdB reduction for a nozzle beveled by
35°. The final chevron arrangement that was investigated was simply the periodically symmetric six chevron configuration.
This increases the distance between the chevrons, possibly delaying streamwise vortex interaction and consequently
increasing vortex persistence. The arrangement has been shown to be beneficial in the past. For example, Seiner et al. [1]
showed that six symmetrically spaced chevrons were able to achieve OASPL reductions of 2 dB in the peak jet noise
direction. In all cases the chevron number was held constant at six to remove the effect of projected area from the
investigation. Additionally, due to a modular design which will be discussed below, the exact same chevrons were used for
all three configurations, thus limiting discrepancies due to manufacturing processes.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Facility
All of the experiments presented within this work were performed in the Aeroacoustic Test Facility (ATF) at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati. The AFT consists of a 7.3 m7.6 m anechoic chamber, acoustically treated to have a cutoff frequency of
350 Hz, and a coaxial test rig which was offset from the chamber's centerline to increase the available far-field measurement
radius. As military style nozzles were being simulated, only the core section of the coaxial rig was used to produce jets.
Throughout acoustic testing the secondary flow nozzle was shrouded to eliminate possibility of resonance. The shroud was
removed for particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) measurements in an effort to improve ambient tracer particle density
following the methodology of Samimy et al. [21] by introduction of seeded low speed secondary flow ðM 0:05Þ. More
complete information about the test facility and the test rig can be found in Callender et al. [22].
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2.2. Model hardware
2.2.1. Baseline nozzle
A biconic converging–diverging nozzle was used in this study to represent a military style variable area nozzle, a
schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1. The nozzle has a design Mach number ofMd¼1.5 which corresponds to an area ratio is
1.181. The nozzle's exit diameter, Dd, is 2.868 in which roughly equates to a 1/8th scale model. The original investigation of
this nozzle was performed by Munday et al. [23] and additional information about the design and flow features can be found
therein.
2.2.2. Chevrons
To facilitate the measurement of multiple configurations, a set of 12 individual chevrons were created using fused
deposition modeling (FDM) rapid prototyping. Twelve corresponding fastener locations were machined into the exterior of
the bi-conic nozzle to allow attachment of the chevrons for testing. To limit the number of experiments, three chevron
arrangements are selected to be investigated in detail. As noted above, these arrangements were conceptualized based on
previously investigated noise reduction technologies.
The first arrangement, shown in Fig. 2a, was created to produce an elliptic jet. This arrangement consisted of two groups
of three chevrons assembled towards opposite sides of the nozzle. Due to the layout of the chevrons this configuration was
called clustered. The second arrangement, Fig. 2b, was based on a beveled nozzle, such that six chevrons were assembled on
one side of the nozzle. Finally, the last arrangement, shown in Fig. 2c, was based on azimuthally symmetry and consisted of
six equally spaced chevrons. The use of six chevrons in each of the investigated arrangement was intentional and was done
to remove non-constant projected area as an effect on noise as discussed above. For comparison purposes, the configuration
consisting of 12 chevrons encompassing the entire nozzle perimeter, denoted here as the standard configuration, was also
investigated.
Due to the asymmetry of the beveled and clustered chevron arrangements, the effect of azimuthal angle was investi-
gated. The convention, regarding azimuthal angle, for these configurations is shown in Fig. 3.
Length, penetration, and width are the three main geometric parameters required to define a chevron. Conventionally,
penetration is measured off of the lip line (subsonic chevrons), but due to the conical diverging section of the nozzle the
definition of penetration is measured as the normal distance between a fictitiously extended nozzle inner contour line and
3.124 2.640 2.868
.020
2.896.384
Fig. 1. Baseline nozzle geometry (dimensions in inches).
Fig. 2. Chevron arrangements.
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the chevron tip. This definition also affects the definition of chevron length, which was altered to be equal to the distance
between the nozzle lip and the chevron tip, measured along the fictitiously extended nozzle inner contour. These definitions
are described visually in Fig. 4. The chevrons employed in this study had a length, penetration, and width of 0:26Dd, 0:12Dd,
and 30°, respectively. This relatively aggressive design, in terms of penetration (see Heeb et al. [24] for example), was chosen
for the current study to ensure that an appreciable effect would occur in a highly overexpanded flow field.
2.3. Test matrix
Two overexpanded, the design, and an underexpanded condition were investigated following the work of Munday et al.
[25]. Table 1 outlines the chosen conditions along with the fully expanded parameters of Mach number, Mj, jet velocity, uj,
Reynolds number, Rej, and the fully expanded diameter to design diameter ratio, Dj=Dd. Emphasis will be placed on the
design condition ðMj ¼ 1:50Þ and the highly overexpanded condition ðMj ¼ 1:22Þ as they bound typical operation of a
military style nozzle.
In an effort to suppress experimental error, measured operating conditions were held with 1.5 percent of target values.
These facility parameters were then post-processed following the procedures outlined by the AIAA [26,27] to determine the
total uncertainty of each measured and derived quantity. In regards to the measurements presented here, the most
Fig. 3. Conceptual sketch illustrating the convention for the azimuthal angle, Φ.
PENETRATION
LENGTH
NOZZLE
INNER
CONTOUR
FLOW DIRECTION
WIDTH
FLOW DIRECTION
Fig. 4. Definition of chevron geometric parameters.
Table 1
Operating conditions.
NPR NTR Mj uj (m/s) Dj=Dd Rej=10
6
2.50 1.00 1.22 373 0.94 2.60
3.00 1.00 1.36 403 0.96 3.17
3.67 1.00 1.50 433 1.00 3.93
4.00 1.00 1.56 444 1.02 4.30
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important parameter, in terms of error, is jet velocity, which was determined with 95 percent confidence to be within
77.3 m/s of the target value.
2.4. Acoustic measurements
Thirteen 1/4 in Brüel & Kjær 4954 microphones, located on a polar array centered on the nozzle exit with a radius of
47Dd, were used to acquire far-field acoustic measurements. Polar angles were measured from the upstream jet axis. Twelve
microphones were located every 10° between 40° and 150°. Due to line of sight issues caused by the secondary flow supply,
the final microphone was located at 35°, instead of 30°. All acoustic data was taken with the protective microphone grid caps
removed to eliminate the need for corrections. Pressure data was acquired for five seconds at approximately 205 kHz and
then converted into frequency space following Bartlett's method [28]. The resulting averaged spectrumwas then propagated
to a radial distance of 100Dd with non-standard day atmospheric attenuation corrections applied using the method of Bass
et al. [29]. Employing the above mentioned facility uncertainties, Lighthill's eighth power law [30] as well as additional
sources of error, the OASPL values represented here were calculated to be within 70.8 dB of the true value with 95 percent
confidence.
2.5. PIV measurements
A LaVision Flow Master system was used to acquire flow field measurements. This system primarily consists of a data
acquisition computer, a 120 mJ dual pulse NewWave Research Nd:Yag laser, and two Imager Intense CCD 1 megapixel 12-bit
Dd/2
1.5Dd
2.5Dd
3Dd
6Dd
2.5Dd0.15Dd
4Dd
8Dd
Dd
2Dd
~19Dd
NOZZLE
Fig. 5. Details of PIV measurement locations.
Fig. 6. Illustration of quantitative extraction of noise source metrics. The peak frequency/amplitude is shown as a circle, the dashed lines correspond to
pertinent data fit.
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cameras. A cylindrical and spherical lens were used to form a laser plane of desired thickness and width. Additionally, a
Nikon lens (28, 35, or 50 mm), a 532 nmwavelength filter, and a lens adapter that allowed micro adjustment of the angle at
which the lens was positioned were attached to each camera. These adapters allowed corrections to be applied for non-
perpendicular viewing of the laser sheet following the Scheimpflug principle. During streamwise measurements the
cameras were arranged side-by-side, with a near perpendicular viewing angle. Following the results of Alkislar et al. [31],
the cameras were located with a 45° viewing angle of the laser sheet to reduce measurement error. Both streamwise and
cross stream planes were measured, using a two dimensional and stereoscopic PIV configurations, respectively. As the
streamwise measurement plane was aligned with the primary flow direction, the laser sheet was selected to be approxi-
mately 0.5 mm thick and a time delay in the range of 5 μs was used. The cross stream measurements, on the other hand,
experienced reduced particle residence time within the laser sheet. Consequently a laser sheet of approximately 2 mm in
thickness and a time delay of 1.5 μs were used.
The physical extent of the jet column and camera resolution limitations necessitated measurement of multiple planes of
data. This was accomplished through use of a three axis traverse system. Four streamwise axial positions and nine cross
stream planes were acquired as outlined in Fig. 5. To reduce the number of required axial locations needed to encompass the
potential core, only half of the jet was captured during the aft streamwise measurements, which allowed an increase in the
axial field of view. In all cases the raw data had a spatial resolution below 2 mm.
Laser masking and a surface treatment consisting of a mat black undercoat and a Rhodamine-B suspension finish coat
were used to reduce the effect of hardware reflections on processed data. Several custom built Laskin nozzles were used to
atomize olive oil for tracer particles. The corresponding particle sizes were roughly 1 μm resulting in a worst case Stoke's
number of 0.08.
LaVision's DaVis software was used for the data analysis. Raw image pairs were pre-processed following the metho-
dology of Deen et al. [32] to reduce the effect of any hardware reflections that were not eliminated using the methods
discussed above. A multi-pass method with an initial window size of 6464, and a final size of 1616 with a 50 percent
overlap was used to calculate the velocity field. The results were post-processed though an allowable vector range and
finally computation of ensemble statistics.
The flow field results presented within this work will be limited to time average quantities due to the low data rate of the
PIV hardware (5 Hz). From preliminary sets of data it was determined that acceptable convergence of mean results required
500 image pairs near the nozzle ðx=Do5Þ and 1000 downstream. Following the methodology of Carr et al. [33], the pre-
cision error of the results was estimated to be 1:2 percent uj and 0:9 percent uj at a 95 percent confidence level for the
velocity and RMS velocity, respectively. Incorporation of this result with the methods of Lazar et al. [34] and the iTTC
guidelines [35] estimated the total experimental error to be below 7 percent uj for the time average velocity magnitude and
less than 15 percent uj for the RMS fluctuating velocity magnitude. This estimate includes facility set point error, precision
error, as well as the errors from the PIV setup such as centerline misalignment, camera calibration, and particle lag through
shock waves.
Subsets of the above-mentioned operating conditions were selected for the PIV measurements due to limitations of the
AFT air system and time constraints. The streamwise measurements consisted of all of the operating conditions excluding
the Mj¼1.64 point, while cross stream measurements were only performed for the Mj¼1.22 and 1.50 conditions.
3. Results
3.1. Acoustic field
Due to the number of configurations and azimuthal angles that were investigated, direct comparison of all available
narrowband spectra is difficult. Consequently, the peak amplitude and frequency of three primary noise sources were
quantitatively extracted from the acoustic data, an example of which is shown in Fig. 6. A peak locating algorithm was used
Fig. 7. Measured screech amplitude as a function of Mj.
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to isolate the primary screech tone from the data acquired at an upstream observation angle of Ψ¼35°, as shown in Fig. 6a.
This observation angle was chosen as the fundamental screech tone primarily propagates upstream due to the weakest link
in the aeroacoustic feedback mechanism occurring at the nozzle lip [36]. The BSAN peak frequency and amplitude were
determined by curve-fitting a gamma distribution to the acoustic data acquired at Ψ¼90°. This was undertaken so the
presence of any screech harmonics would be excluded from peak determination. Additionally, a gamma distribution was
chosen over a simple Gaussian as it encompasses the non-symmetric broadband spectral peak [37]. Finally, the large scale
structure peak was determined by curve-fitting the large scale similarity spectrum of Tam et al. [38] to the acoustic data
acquired at an observation angle of 150° for Strouhal numbers less than 1. Due to the presence of broadband shock asso-
ciated noise in the higher frequency range, extraction of the small scale turbulence noise through use of the fine scale
structure similarity spectrum was not possible using the current data set.
Fig. 7 presents the resulting screech amplitudes for all measured operating conditions, configurations, and azimuthal
angles. Application of chevrons was able to reduce the screech amplitude in comparison to the baseline jet, independent of
azimuthal angle and jet Mach number. An important feature to note is the large amplitude screech observed for the baseline
configuration at Mj¼1.36 and 1.50, which is a feature that has been known to lead to flow field modifications [39,40] as
discussed below. Comparison of the azimuthal arrangements to the standard chevron configuration generally shows slightly
worse performance in the overexpanded regime and similar or better in the ideally and under expanded conditions.
Considering the results of Kastner et al. [41], this is possibly due to a switch in trend regarding the relative centerline Mach
disk strength between the standard and azimuthal chevron configurations. Investigation of the effect of azimuthal orien-
tation of the three non-standard configurations on screech reduction indicates that arrangement does play a role in screech
reduction. The symmetric configuration shows limited effect as amplitudes were within 0.5 dB for all investigated operating
conditions. This is possibly due to the periodic nature of the configuration. The clustered and beveled configurations on the
other hand do show significant azimuthal variation of screech reduction, with the planes not containing chevrons (Φ¼90°
and Φ¼180°, respectively) achieving optimum reductions. The clustered configuration's Φ¼90° plane achieves an average
reduction roughly 1 dB better than the Φ¼0° plane, while the beveled configuration's Φ¼180° plane outperforms the
Φ¼0° and Φ¼90° planes by over 2.75 dB and 5.25 dB, respectively. This indicates that the introduction of vorticity within
the observation plane is detrimental to screech reduction, possibly due to shock-vortex interaction increasing the overall
shock noise amplitude. Reductions are on the order of 10–25 dB for all configurations with the maximum measured
reduction just exceeding 38 dB. That said, averaging out the effect of azimuthal orientation and jet Mach number indicated
that the clustered configuration achieves an optimum reduction of over 20 dB.
Fig. 9. Measured BSAN peak amplitude as a function of Mj. Ψ¼90°.
Fig. 8. Measured screech Strouhal number as a function of Mj. Along with empirical relations of Massey and Ahuja [42].
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The screech frequency of all configurations was also extracted and compared to the empirical relations of Massey and
Ahuja [42] in Fig. 8. This relation was selected as it is an empirical extension of the work of Tam et al. [36] (Eq. (1)), which
includes the observed effect of instability modes on the screech frequency:
f screech ¼
uc
Ls 1þMcð Þ
(1)
The baseline screech frequency is accurately captured by the prediction for the measured operating range and indicates a
transition from helical to toroidal instability for the lowest jet Mach number. Correspondingly, all of the measured screech
frequencies were increased at the highly overexpanded Mj¼1.22 condition, confirming the transition to a toroidal mode.
Though the screech amplitude was drastically modified by the application of any of the investigated chevron configurations,
the measured screech frequencies were relatively unchanged. Similar results have been presented in the past [8,43,44]. It is
possible that the standing wave spacing (not measured here) was unchanged, resulting in unchanged screech frequency
following the results of Panda [45].
Comparison of the measured BSAN peak amplitudes is presented in Fig. 9. For a majority of the measured azimuthal
angles and jet Mach numbers, the application of chevrons reduced the BSAN peak amplitude significantly, though lower
reductions or slight increases were observed at theMj¼1.36 and 1.50 conditions. The under performance at these conditions
is thought to be due to the large screech amplitude reductions following the results of Jothi and Srinivasan [46], which
indicate that reduction in screech amplitude can lead to amplification of broadband shock associated noise. The typical
profile [47–49] is exhibited by all of the configurations investigated; shock noise generally increases with jet Mach number
with a local minimum occurring near ideal expansion. The local minimum of the current data is slightly higher than the
geometric design condition, a feature which is attributed to spectral amplification due to screech at the design condition as
discussed above. Again, the effect of azimuthal orientation of the non-standard configurations can be gleaned from Fig. 9.
Similar to the screech results presented above, the symmetric configuration exhibits limited azimuthal variation of the
acoustic field, with a maximum difference in peak BSAN less than 0.5 dB. This is thought to result from the symmetry of the
configuration. The clustered configuration possess an azimuthal sound field with the Φ¼90° plane achieving lower BSAN
peak amplitudes than theΦ¼0° plane, though the difference in the underexpanded regime is small. The BSAN difference, as
computed by averaging across operating condition, exceeds 1.75 dB. Similarly, the beveled configuration's sound field is
azimuthal, with the Φ¼180° orientation out performing the Φ¼0° and 90° planes at the lower operating conditions.
Additionally, a trend of decreasing BSAN amplitude with azimuthal angle exists in the overexpanded range for the beveled
configuration. This trend is not exhibited higher in the operating range due to a change in the shock structure as will be
discussed below. Similar to the screech discussion above, the optimum azimuthal orientation for the beveled and clustered
configurations typically occurs at planes not containing vortex introduction. Consequently, the interaction between the
Fig. 11. Measured LSS peak amplitude as a function of Mj. Ψ¼150°.
Fig. 10. Measured BSAN peak frequency as a function of Mj. Ψ¼90°.
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shock cell structure and streamwise vorticity generated by the chevrons is thought to introduce additional shock associated
noise which leads to decreased reductions. Comparison of the standard configuration to the azimuthal arrangements
indicated improved reductions in the ideally and under expanded regimes by the three investigated configurations inde-
pendent of azimuthal orientation. In the overexpanded range, the optimum azimuthal orientation of the symmetric, clus-
tered, and beveled configuration also out performs the standard configuration in terms of peak BSAN reductions. These
results are directly related to the average shock cell strength excluding the initially non-quasi-periodic structure following
the results of Tam [50] as will be shown below. In general the beveled configuration performs optimally on an azimuthally
averaged basis, with reductions in peak BSAN amplitude exceeding 5 dB, 1 dB, 5.7 dB, and 7.3 dB at the jet Mach numbers of
1.22, 1.36, 1.50, 1.56, respectively.
The BSAN peak frequencies corresponding to the amplitudes presented above are shown in Fig. 10. The predominant
feature of the results is a universal increase in peak frequency by the application of any chevron configuration. Considering
the relation of Tam et al. [36] (shown below in Eq. (2)) this can be explained by a reduction of the average shock cell spacing
and/or an increase in the convective velocity, though previous studies [12,51,44] indicate that the reduction in the shock
spacing alone can account for the frequency increase:
f BSAN ¼ Ls
1
uc
þ cosΨ
a1
  1
(2)
Following the above discussion, the symmetric configuration displayed limited azimuthal variation in peak BSAN frequency.
Azimuthal variation exists for the clustered and beveled configurations, with the Ψ¼90° and 180° angles consistently
achieving the highest peak frequency, respectively. This is expected to be a result of an azimuthally asymmetric shock cell
structure resulting from both of the chevron configurations, as will be investigated below. Overall, the Φ¼90° clustered
configuration achieved the highest BSAN peak frequency, which potentially indicates that this configuration will have the
shortest shock cell spacing.
Modification of the large scale mixing noise amplitude as a function of fully expanded jet Mach number is presented in
Fig. 11. As with the shock associated noise discussed above, application of any chevron configuration reduced the large scale
mixing noise. For the investigated operating conditions, the symmetric configuration out performed all others, though the
standard and the beveled configuration at Φ¼0° performed similarly in the overexpanded and ideally/underexpanded
Fig. 12. Spectral comparison detailing effects on screech. Ψ¼35°. Azimuthal orientations selected based on above discussion.
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regime, respectively. Interestingly, an azimuthal trend, independent of jet Mach number, existed for the symmetric, clus-
tered, and beveled configurations. That is, the orientation in-plane with the chevrons displayed lower large scale structure
mixing noise than the other investigated azimuthal angles. This indicates that the presence of the chevrons, and conse-
quently, the induced vorticity reduced large scale mixing noise, most likely due to inhibited near nozzle large scale structure
production [52–54]. The beveled configuration showed the largest azimuthal variation in large scale mixing noise ampli-
tude, with the Φ¼180° orientation tending toward the baseline values (within 1 dB) at operating conditions not displaying
large amplitude screech. This reinforces the previous statement regarding the necessity of localized streamwise vorticity for
large scale mixing noise reduction. Overall, large scale mixing noise reductions were typically in the range of 3–5 dB, though
the symmetric configuration was able to exceed 6 dBs of reduction at the Mj¼1.36 and 1.50 conditions.
Finally, spectral comparisons of the identified optimum azimuthal orientations for peak screech, broadband shock
associated noise, and large scale turbulent mixing noise reductions are presented in Figs. 12, 13, and 14, respectively. As with
the analysis performed above, screech was investigated at Ψ¼35°, BSAN at Ψ¼90°, and the turbulent mixing noise at
Ψ¼150° due to preferred propagation direction.
In addition to the large amplitude screech reduction, the chevron configurations significantly modified the high fre-
quency content of the upstream propagating spectrum. At the overexpanded condition ðMj ¼ 1:22Þ, reductions were
achieved across the entire frequency range, with decreases exceeding 12 dB at the baseline's BSAN peak and a roughly
constant decrease of 2 dB at Strouhal numbers greater than 1. The increase in peak BSAN frequency due to the application of
the chevron configurations was also observable at the Ψ¼35° observation angle, and was the primary cause of the large SPL
reduction at the baseline's peak BSAN frequency. Overall, the symmetric configuration achieved the lowest OASPL, with a
reduction exceeding 5.75 dB as compared to the baseline. The ideally expanded results also displayed increased BSAN
frequency due to the chevrons, with increases in the 3–4 dB range for Strouhal numbers greater than 1. This is similar to the
discussion presented by Tam and Zaman [55] in regards to high frequency increase of subsonic jets due to application of
chevrons. Normalization of the acoustic spectrum using the Helmholtz number instead of the Strouhal number (not shown)
confirmed that the SPL increase at high frequency is a result of a shift due to shortened shock cells. The observed large high
frequency increases are counter balanced by reductions made at low frequencies resulting in OASPL levels that are lower
than that of the baseline. The beveled configuration achieves the highest OASPL reduction at just under 3.5 dB, primarily due
to relative decreases in BSAN noise at Strouhal numbers greater than 0.2, as compared to the other chevron configurations.
Fig. 13. Spectral comparison detailing effects on BSAN. Ψ¼90°. Azimuthal orientations selected based on above discussion.
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Similar to the discussion above, the frequency shift of the BSAN resulted in significant modification of the high frequency
content of the baseline's acoustic spectrum at Ψ¼90°. Again, acoustic reduction was achieved at all frequencies at the
overexpanded condition, independent of the investigated chevron configuration. Reductions at the baseline's peak BSAN
exceed 9 dB, while the higher frequencies were reduced on average by 1 dB. The beveled configuration again achieved the
optimum reductions as compared to the baseline which just exceed 2.5 dB. The decrease in reduction as compared to
Ψ¼35° was primarily due to the lack of screech propagation toward the 90° direction at this operating condition. The ideally
expanded results indicated a high frequency increase of roughly 4 dB which was confirmed to be a result of the frequency
shift following nondimensionalization by the Helmholtz number. Due to the high amplitude screech noted above, tones
occurred even at the sideline observation angle for the baseline configuration. Consequently, reductions on the order of
20 dB are achieved at specific frequencies. Furthermore, the beveled configuration was optimum and was able to achieve
OASPL reductions approximately equal to the Φ¼35° results discussed above.
Lastly, the primary effect of the investigated chevron configurations on turbulent mixing noise was the reduction of the
large scale mixing noise discussed above. Fig. 14 indicates that limited SPL increases at Strouhal numbers greater than 2. In
the past, chevrons have been shown to increase small scale mixing noise as a result of increased near nozzle small scale
turbulence production in both the subsonic and supersonic regimes [56,8]. Consequently, any observed increases in high
frequency noise at Φ¼150° is a combined result of the increase of BSAN frequency and this redistribution of large scale
structures into smaller scales [5]. Differences in the higher frequency content lead the optimum overall noise reducing
configuration to differ from the peak large scale mixing noise optimum determined above in Fig. 11. This is particularly
evident for the symmetric configuration in the 0:4oSto3 range. The standard configuration optimally reduced the OASPL
(2.8 dB) at the overexpanded condition, while the beveled configuration achieved the highest reduction of 7.1 dB at the
design condition.
3.2. Flow field
Detailed PIV measurements were acquired in an effort to determine the effect of chevron arrangement on a supersonic
jet's flow field. To measure flow features aligned with and perpendicular to the jet axis, both streamwise and cross stream
planes were collected. In an effort to capture the entire potential core, the streamwise measurements encapsulated roughly
Fig. 14. Spectral comparison detailing effects on turbulent mixing noise. Ψ¼150°. Azimuthal orientations selected based on above discussion.
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Fig. 15. Evolution of jet cross section with downstream position. Mj¼1.22.
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19Dd, while the cross stream measurements were clustered near the nozzle exit due to the rapid decay of streamwise
vorticity.
Modification of the jet cross section is best assessed through comparison of the spatial evolution of cross stream planes
as shown in Fig. 15 for the overexpanded ðMj ¼ 1:22Þ condition. The sub-figures are arranged such that axial location is
constant in each column and increases from left to right while configuration is constant across the rows. The baseline results
indicated a nearly axisymmetric jet, with slight deviations from circular around the periphery of the shear layer. This was
due to inconsistent surface finish due to application of Rhodamine paint, similar to that shown by Alkislar et al. [57].
Application of any chevron configuration drastically modified the initial jet development. The standard chevron config-
uration initiated a lobed structure with 12 jetlets [55] that evolved and reduced with downstream propagation, but the
effect of which was still discernible 6 diameters downstream. The beveled configuration initiated a similar structure in the
quadrant with chevrons, while the unmodified edge was roughly circular. As the jet propagated downstream the cross
sectional shape evolved into a roughly triangular shape, the gross effect of which was evident further downstream than the
modifications by the standard configuration. The clustered configuration introduced vortices at opposite sides of the jet,
which resulted in accelerated mixing in those quadrants. This in turn, caused the jet to develop an elliptic cross section
downstream which, similar to the beveled configuration, persisted further downstream than the standard configuration.
Finally, the symmetric configuration introduced a six lobed structure very similar to that presented by Seiner et al. [1]. Due
to the increased radial spacing between the chevrons, a reduction in negative vortex interaction occurred, allowing the
cross-sectional modification to persist further downstream than the standard configuration, as seen at z=Dd ¼ 3:0. As evi-
dent by the cross-sectional modifications, the typical under performance of chevrons in the highly overexpanded regime
[5,8,24] was not an issue in the current study due to the use of relatively high penetration chevrons.
To further illustrate the evolution of jet cross section, Fig. 16 was generated by extracting the jet half-width from each of
the available cross sections and superimposing them together for each individual configuration. As expected from the
contours presented above, the baseline flow field was roughly axisymmetric. Investigation of the standard configuration's
cross-sections indicated that the radial growth of the jetlets peaked at 1 diameter downstream. Further along the jet column
the effect of turbulence reduced the individual jetlet structure and by 2.5 diameters downstream the sinusoidal profile was
eliminated. The jetlets of the beveled and clustered configurations were of similar shape to the standard configuration due
to the chevron grouping, and consequently showed a similar peak in jetlet growth at 1 diameter downstream. On the other
hand, the symmetric configuration did not possess a similar jetlet structure as the reduction in chevron proximity elimi-
nated the interaction between neighboring vortex pairs responsible for large fluid expulsion in the other configurations.
Further downstream, the cross-sectional shape of all of the configurations was smoothed by mixing and only large scale
modifications remained. Due to the rotational symmetry of the standard and symmetric configurations, the downstream
cross-sectional shapes tended toward axisymmetric, while the beveled and clustered configurations took on triangular and
elliptic cross sections, respectively, due to their specific azimuthal arrangements. For the three non-standard chevron
Fig. 16. Downstream evolution of jet cross-section shown by lines of constant velocity, V ¼ 1=2Vj . Mj¼1.22.
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configurations these downstream shapes were achieved by roughly 6 diameters downstream, while the standard config-
uration achieved the roughly axisymmetric shape by approximately 3 diameters downstream, indicating possible negative
vortex interaction.
As modification of axial jet features, such as the shock cell structure, are not easily determined from cross stream
measurements, streamwise contours of time mean velocity were acquired as presented in Fig. 17. These figures are divided
in half to ease comparison of the pertinent azimuthal planes and comprise the entirety of the streamwise measured flow
field. A diagram of the orientation of the specific measurement plane is also provided within each half of the figure to clearly
illustrate the orientation of the configuration. Additionally, as a majority of the jet modifications occurred in the near nozzle
region, enlarged views are presented in Figs. 18 and 19 for the over and ideally expanded conditions, respectively.
The baseline jet flow field possess the large Mach disk and corresponding slip lines near the jet axis typical of over-
expanded jets from conical CD nozzles [24,25,58], which are particularly apparent in Fig. 18a. Additionally, though the
baseline jet exhausts from a conical nozzle, the typical double diamond shock cell structure was not present at Mj¼1.22,
similar to the results shown by Munday et al. [25]. The standard configuration reduced the shock cell spacing and the
centerline Mach disk strength, while the initial spread rate and slip line radius was increased. Interestingly, the shock
Fig. 17. Streamwise planes of mean axial velocity. Mj¼1.22.
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spacing was roughly axisymmetric in both the tip and valley planes, indicating limited azimuthal effect on the high speed jet
core. The clustered configuration's increased spreading, which resulting in the elliptic cross section, was easily seen in the
Φ¼90° plane. Due the presence of the chevron tip in the Φ¼0° plane, an expulsion of fluid from the jet core was not
measured until roughly a diameter downstream, which corresponded to the position where the jetlets begin to merge, as
shown in Fig. 16d. Additionally, an asymmetric shock structure was apparent near the nozzle in the first three shock cells.
Finally, due to the drastic increase in spreading, the clustered configuration appeared to have drastically reduced the
potential core length, a feature which will be quantitatively discussed below. Due to the complexity of the beveled con-
figuration, three streamwise planes were measured at Φ¼0°, 90°, and 180°. Since the Φ¼0° and 180° planes are co-planer,
they were combined in Fig. 17d. As expected from the above cross-sections, a large amount of fluid was expelled radially
outward due to the presence of the chevrons, as seen in the lower half of Fig. 17d. The initial development of the portion of
Fig. 18. Enlarged near nozzle view of streamwise planes of mean axial velocity. Mj¼1.22.
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the jet without chevrons was similar to the baseline configuration, but as the jet propagated downstream it was deflected
off of the centerline in the direction opposite of the chevrons. Beveled jets are known to deflect from the centerline [19,20],
but the deflection of overexpanded jets is typically in the direction of the long side of the jet. This is primarily due to inward
turning of the flow at the lip of the shorter side of the bevel. As there was pressure relief between the chevrons it is thought
that the asymmetric inward turning is limited in the present case. Consequently the jet deflection is thought to result simply
from the penetration of the chevrons into the flow. An estimate of the deflection angle was calculated using several
downstream velocity profiles, resulting in a value of roughly 1.7°. A drastic reduction in the radial extent of the jet appeared
to occur in the Φ¼90° orientation, but as the measurement plane was oriented along the geometric centerline, the
Fig. 19. Enlarged near nozzle view of streamwise planes of mean axial velocity. Mj¼1.50.
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deflection of the jet described above exaggerates this effect. Additionally, side lobes were present in this orientation, par-
ticularly evident in Fig. 18e and Fig. 19e, which resulted from the measurement plane intersecting the non-radially pro-
pagating jetlets introduced by the chevrons located on the azimuthal extremes of the group of chevrons. Finally, the
symmetric configuration caused a large expulsion of fluid in the region between the chevrons, which is easily seen in the
lower half of the figures. This feature persisted much further downstream compared to the other investigated configura-
tions, with a region of velocity of similar magnitude to the core jet extending roughly to three diameters downstream. This
allowed the shock structure to exist within the crenelations of the jet, resulting in a three dimensional shock structure as
indicated by the shock diamonds in Fig. 17f. In all cases the shock cell spacing was reduced by the application of chevrons, a
feature which will be disused further below.
Next, the enlarged near nozzle regions of the ideally expanded condition are presented in a similar manner to the
overexpanded condition above. Increasing the jet Mach number drastically modified the baseline configuration, with
limited-to-no Mach disk present and the typical double shock diamond structure easily identifiable. The shock structure of
the standard configuration, on the other hand, was highly complex and included a strong centerline Mach disk. Following
Fig. 20. Centerline profiles of axial velocity normalized by the mean centerline velocity within the potential core. The axial coordinate is normalized by the
potential core length.
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the overexpanded results, the standard configurations shock structure was roughly axisymmetric, most likely due to the
rotational symmetry of the chevron arrangement. Additionally, a large expulsion of high velocity fluid is also generated
between the chevrons (Φ¼15°). Comparison to the baseline flow field indicated an overall reduction in shock spacing as
well as the radial extent of high velocity fluid, most likely due to increased mixing. Similarly, the clustered configuration
introduced a complex shock structure and reduced the shock cell spacing. Unlike the standard configuration, the clustered
jet's shock cell structure was highly azimuthal due to the induced elliptic cross-section of the developing jet. The differing
spread rates between the Φ¼0° and 90° planes is visible in aft portion of Fig. 19c; this becomes more pronounced further
downstream, resulting in the elliptic cross-section discussed above. The beveled configuration also drastically modified the
shock cell structure, with the presence of the chevrons introducing a much larger magnitude system than the portion of the
nozzle without modification. The core of the jet was again deflected away from the centerline in the direction opposite of
the chevrons. The deflection angle was determined to be roughly 1.5°, following the manner discussed above. The large side-
lobes present in the Φ¼0° orientation were again due to the location of the measurement plane and the non-radially
propagating jetlets, as described above. Comparison to the standard configuration indicated a larger expulsion of fluid was
achieved in the Φ¼0° by the beveled configuration and that the shock reduction was not as large, though comparison is
somewhat difficult due to the canted centerline. Finally, similar to the other configurations, the symmetric configuration
resulted in a complicated shock structure compared to the baseline flow field. This was primarily due to the expulsion of
fluid between the chevrons being supersonic and coherent enough to sustain shocks, as seen in Fig. 19f. Consequently, the
shock reflection locations were axially disparate, resulting in an asymmetric shock/expansion system. The high speed
expulsion persisted down to roughly four diameters downstream (not shown) after which the jet takes on the typical shock/
expansion system.
In an effort to quantitatively determine modifications to the flow field by the investigated configurations, axial velocity
profiles were extracted from the measured flow fields. The first of which was the centerline velocity profiles (shown below
in Fig. 20) for use in determining the potential core length of each of the configurations. Due to the deflection of the beveled
configuration from the geometric centerline, a canted centerline following the flow features was used. In Fig. 20, the
velocities were normalized by the mean axial velocity within the potential core and the axial coordinate was normalized by
the potential core length, the determination of which will be outlined below. As seen, qualitative comparison of the cen-
terline profiles is difficult due to the complexity of the shock cell/Mach disk system. The single shock diamond structure
present for all configurations in the overexpanded regime is apparent from the sinusoidal profiles in Fig. 20a and b. In the
ideally and under expanded regimes, the double shock cell structure extended through a majority of the potential core,
which collapsed into a single shock structure that persisted past the end of the theoretical potential core termination. The
amplitude and frequency of velocity fluctuation at the most overexpanded condition indicates a reduction in shock strength
and spacing by the investigated configurations, but at the higher jet Mach numbers the complexity and differences in the
flow fields makes qualitative judgments impractical. Consequently, quantitative analysis of the velocity profiles was per-
formed to extract the pertinent parameters.
Determination of the potential core length was performed using a slightly modified version of the centerline velocity
profile developed by Lau et al. [59] (shown below in Eq. (3)) following the methodology of Heeb et al. [24]:
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The modification of the original profile consisted of inclusion of the average centerline velocity modification term, um, which
accounted for the non-constant velocity within the potential core due to the presence of the shock/expansion system. This
result was least squares fit to each of the extracted centerline velocity profiles, which easily affords the potential core length
through simple back calculation. The minimum coefficient of determination ðR2Þ of all of the data fits was 0.95, indicating an
excellent agreement between the centerline velocity and Lau et al.'s [59] profile and an accurate determination of the
potential core length.
Fig. 21 shows the result of completing this routine for all available streamwise data.Additionally, the prediction of Lau
et al. [59] shown below in Eq. (4) was included for comparison purposes:
zcðMjÞ
Dj
¼ 4:2þ1:1M2j (4)
The baseline potential core length at the lowest and highest measured jet Mach numbers were reasonably captured, though
the Mj¼1.36 and Mj¼1.50 conditions significantly deviated from the profile. As noted above, this is associated with large
amplitude jet column undulation caused by screech, originally documented by Glass [39] and more recently Bridges and
Wernet [40]. Consequently, direct comparison between the baseline jet's potential core length and the investigated chevron
cases was difficult as screech amplitude was drastically reduced by all of the chevron configurations as shown above in
Fig. 7. Comparison to the standard configuration allowed an assessment of the effect of arrangement on the potential core
length independent of screech. As expected from the presented contour plots, the clustered configuration optimally reduced
the potential core length compared to the other chevron configurations across the entire operating range, which follows
previously presented elliptic jet results [60,15]. Interestingly, when considering only the chevron configurations, potential
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core length modification is entirely configuration dependent. The standard configuration possessed the longest potential
core length followed by the beveled, then symmetric, and finally clustered configuration. This indicates azimuthal
arrangement cannot be simplified down to a total chevron projected area metric, at least in-terms of predicting the change
in potential core length.
Following the methodology outlined in Heeb et al. [44], analysis of the shock cell structure was also performed using
extracted axial velocity profiles. To effectively determine azimuthal asymmetry in the shock cell structure, velocity profiles
were extracted at a radial distance 0.15 diameters away from the centerline. This location was chosen as a compromise
between moving radially away from the jet centerline to effectively identify azimuthal asymmetry and the axial length of
the profile before the extraction line intersected with the jet shear layer. The beveled configuration's Ψ¼90° plane was
excluded from this analysis due to the misalignment of the geometric and jet centerlines. First, the mean shock spacing was
determined by averaging the shock spacing determined by consecutively subtracting the axial locations of the profile's peak
velocity. Only the first six shock cells were used to eliminate the effect of screech on the calculated parameter, following the
results of André et al. [43]. Fig. 22 presents the results of this effort along with Norum and Seiner's [61] empirical mod-
ification of the Prandtl–Pack [62] vortex-sheet model for CD nozzles, given below in the following equation:
Ls
Dj
¼ a M2j 1
 b=2
; a¼ 1:1 and b¼ 1:17 (5)
The relation of Norum and Seiner [61] reasonably followed the baseline data with only a slight over prediction
throughout the operating range. This over prediction is thought to be a result of the use of a non-centerline profile, which
excludes the more normal portion of the shock structure for the calculations herein. Investigation of the chevron config-
urations indicated that regardless of configuration, orientation, or operating condition, the shock cell spacing was reduced
by the application of chevrons. The symmetric configuration shows limited azimuthal variance in the shock cell spacing,
which confirmed the roughly constant acoustic BSAN peak frequency presented above in Fig. 9. Additionally, the shock
spacing was reduced below the level of the standard configuration for all operating conditions independent of azimuthal
orientation. The shock spacing of the clustered configuration did show some azimuthal variation, with theΦ¼0° possessing
a longer spacing than theΦ¼90° throughout the operating range. This also validates the BSAN amplitude results presented
above where the Φ¼90° orientation had a higher peak Strouhal number across all operation conditions following the
inverse relation between shock spacing and peak frequency. As with the symmetric configuration, the shock spacing was
further reduced as compared to the standard configuration, especially at the higher operating conditions. Finally, the
beveled configuration also presented azimuthal variation of shock cell spacing with theΦ¼180° achieving a shorter spacing
across the operating range. The unilateral reductions in comparison to the standard configuration were not achieved by the
beveled configuration, with the spacing in the overexpanded regime exceeding the standard configuration. Back calculation
Fig. 21. Potential core length comparison along with the prediction of Lau et al. [59].
Fig. 22. Comparison of shock cell spacing with the relation of Norum and Seiner [61].
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of the BSAN peak frequency assuming the convective velocity is 70 percent of the fully expanded jet velocity [63] (Eq. (2))
indicated that the relation between the configuration and the peak frequency increase was captured using this analysis
method. Discrepancies in absolute levels exist, particularly at the overexpanded conditions. This is possibly due to the larger
jet spread at the overexpanded conditions [64], which introduced an increasingly non-orthogonal length measurement of
the shock spacing when using a non-centerline profile.
In addition to the mean shock cell spacing, the average shock strength was also calculated using the velocity profiles
extracted at 0.15 diameters off of the centerline. Shock strength is defined here following the manner of Heeb et al. [24] as
the difference between the upstream velocity maximum and downstream minimum velocity divided by the fully expanded
velocity ðu1u2Þu1j . Following the reasoning of Tam [50], which indicated that the upstream Mach disk was uncorrelated
with shock noise levels, the most upstream shock strength was excluded from the average calculation. Additionally, the
number of shock cells used for the strength calculation was limited to six following the results of André et al. [43] as
discussed above. A slightly modified shock strength characterization parameter of Tam [50] was developed for comparison
purposes. The modification to Tam's shock strength parameter is the inclusion of an additive constant to account for the
Fig. 24. Normalized jet half-width development.
Fig. 23. Average shock strength as a function of fully expanded jet Mach number. Tam's [50] strength parameter provided for comparison.
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occurrence of shock cells in the jet at the design condition:
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This constant was determined to be equal to 0.13, and as expected reasonably aligns the prediction with the empirically
measured baseline shock strength. Tam's original development of Eq. (6) was for moderately imperfectly expanded jets from
smooth nozzles and is consequently only valid for the jet Mach number range which just encompasses the maximum BSAN
in the over and under expanded regimes. The results of Munday et al. [25] indicate that this valid Mach number range for
the nozzle under investigation here is 1:36rMjZ1:80. Therefore, the shock strength at the Mj¼1.22 condition was
expected to be grossly over predicted by Eq. (6), and some over prediction was possible for the Mj¼1.36 as it is at the valid
range cutoff.
The results of the average shock strength calculation along with Eq. (6) are shown in Fig. 23. As expected from the above
discussion, the baseline jet's average shock strength at the two overexpanded conditions were over predicted by the relation
of Tam [50]. Comparison of the chevron configurations to the baseline jet indicated a reduction in shock strength irre-
spective of operating condition, configuration, or azimuthal arrangement. The largest amplitude reductions compared to the
baseline configuration were achieved at the extreme ends of the investigated operating range, which follows the acoustics
results. The symmetric configuration shows limited azimuthal variation in the shock spacing which corroborates the BSAN
amplitude discussion above. Average reduction compared to the standard configuration is just under 24 percent. The
clustered configuration possessed some azimuthal variation, with theΦ¼0° orientation having a 15 percent higher strength
on average. This follows that the BSAN amplitude results which indicated the peak BSAN amplitude at Φ¼0° was louder
than the Φ¼90° plane. Due to the under performance of the Φ¼0° orientation, on an azimuthally averaged basis the
clustered configuration achieved a lower reduction than symmetric configuration (20 percent relative to the standard
Fig. 25. Normalized integrated axial turbulence development.
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configuration). Finally, the beveled configuration also presented azimuthal variation in average shock strength, which
switches optimum orientation in the over vs. ideally/under expanded regimes, which was mirrored in the BSAN amplitude
results presented above. This was a result of the change in the shock cell structure from roughly diamond shaped in the
overexpanded regime into a system comprised primarily of a single strong oblique shock/expansion train. In general the
beveled configuration was out performed by the symmetric and clustered configurations, except at the ideally expanded
condition where the optimum shock strength (and peak BSAN amplitude) reduction was achieved by the beveled
configuration.
In addition to the above quantities, the streamwise velocity data was used to investigate the spread rate characteristics of
the different configurations. Jet half-width was selected from the metrics presented in Schadow et al. [64] to emphasize the
spread characteristics as it best differentiated the near nozzle and downstream flow fields examined herein. To account for
non-constant centerline velocity within the potential core, the jet half-width was defined within this work as the radial
location where the local velocity magnitude normalized by the local maximum velocity is equal to 1/2. The over and ideally
expanded jet half-width results are located in Fig. 24 for all of the investigated configurations excluding the beveled
configuration's Φ¼90° orientation due to the misalignment of the measurement plane and the flow centerline. Due to the
large amount of axial data, only every tenth point was included to ease visualization. The baseline and chevron results
followed similar trends to the half-width presented by Schadow et al. [64], but due to the mismatch in jet Mach number, the
rates were not directly comparable as rate decreases with Mach number [65]. In the very near nozzle region ðzD1j o2Þ, the
standard configuration ðΦ¼ 151Þ produced the largest increase in jet half-width, compared to the baseline configuration,
though the differences were larger in the overexpanded regime. By roughly 5 diameters downstream, both of the standard
configuration's investigated orientations returned to the baseline half-width. The symmetric configuration possessed the
largest initial decrease in jet half-width due to the presence of the chevron tip (Φ¼0°). As shown by the cross-sectional
velocity contours above, the symmetric configuration's increased chevron azimuthal spacing did not result in a typical jetlet
structure, but instead a lobed structure that persisted further downstream. This is evident in the 2ozD1j o5 range where
the symmetric configuration had the largest jet half-width. The azimuthal variation in the symmetric configuration's half-
width collapses by roughly 7 diameters downstream. As the measurement planes used to investigated the clustered con-
figuration contained either a chevron tip Φ¼90° or an unmodified portion of the nozzle, an increase in the measured near
nozzle jet half-width similar to the other configurations was not captured. Aft of roughly 2 diameters, the modification of
the jet cross section to an ellipse became apparent as the jet half-width of the Φ¼0° and Φ¼90° planes diverged. As
expected the resulting elliptic flow field's major axis exceeded all other conflagration's half-width for both the over-
expanded and ideally expanded conditions downstream of roughly 5 diameters. The beveled configuration possessed an
initial increase in jet half-width in the Φ¼0° plane due to the expulsion of fluid between the chevrons, while the Φ¼180°
orientation initially followed the baseline profile, as no modification was made the nozzle in that azimuthal plane. Due to
Fig. 26. Streamwise vorticity at z=Dd ¼ 0:5, Mj¼1.22.
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the jet deflection off of the centerline away from the chevrons, the Φ¼180° jet half-width increased downstream to values
above the baseline and all other configurations excluding the clustered configuration in theΦ¼90° orientation. Conversely,
the Φ¼0° orientation's downstream half-width is smaller than most of the other configurations due to the misalignment
between the jet and geometric centerlines.
Fig. 27. Streamwise vorticity at z=Dd ¼ 0:5, Mj¼1.50.
Fig. 28. Variation of maximum streamwise vorticity with downstream position.
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Finally, integration of the fluctuating axial velocity measurements was completed following the reasoning of Bridges
et al. [5] as it relates to mixing noise source strength. The resulting quantity, normalized by the fully expanded jet velocity
and diameter, is presented in Fig. 25. Similar to the half-width results above, only every twelfth data point is plotted for
clarity. The baseline configuration exhibited a roughly linear increase in integrated turbulence until roughly 10 diameters
downstream, where the levels plateau for both the over and ideally expanded conditions. At the overexpanded condition,
the very near nozzle results indicated increased integrated turbulence by all investigated chevron configurations, particu-
larly in the measurement planes containing jetlets as discussed above. The integrated turbulence was increased universally
upstream of 10 diameters. Downstream of that location, reductions up to or below the level of the baseline jet were
observed for all of the configurations excluding the clustered Φ¼90° and beveled Φ¼180° orientations. These configura-
tions exceed the baseline jet's values due to measurement aligned with the major axis of the elliptic cross section and canted
jet centerline, respectively. Furthermore, this confirms the discussion regarding the requirement of localized streamwise
vorticity for inhibited large scale structure growth and consequent LSS mixing noise, as shown by the comparison between
the two clustered and/or beveled orientations. The symmetric configuration resulted in the lowest integrated downstream
turbulence, indicating an optimal inhibition of large scale growth [5], which confirms the peak LSS amplitude results
presented in Fig. 11. The presence of relatively large amplitude screech at the design condition is known to increase the
levels of downstream turbulence as compared to the expected levels from a non-screeching axisymmetric jet [40]. Con-
sequently, comparison to the baseline results at the design condition is difficult, as the chevron configurations all but
eliminated screech. A near nozzle increase in integrated turbulence was again initiated by all of the investigated chevron
configurations due to the introduction of small scale structures. Similarly, the clustered Φ¼90° and beveled Φ¼180°
resulted in the highest downstream turbulence, following the discussion above. The symmetric and beveled Φ¼0° ordi-
nations achieved comparable downstream turbulence levels, again confirming the LSS reduction results presented above.
The flow field modifications discussed above were a result of the introduction of counter rotating vortex pairs into the jet
by the chevron configurations. Figs. 26 and 27 depict the near nozzle streamwise vorticity normalized by the fully expanded
jet velocity and diameter for the overexpanded and ideally expanded conditions, respectively. For reference, the nozzle lip
line was superimposed onto the figures to aid in identifying expulsion and penetration of the vortices. In overexpanded
operation the standard configuration produced the highest vorticity magnitude followed by the beveled, clustered, and
finally the symmetric configuration. This trend indicates that an uninterrupted chain of chevrons is beneficial in terms of
vorticity magnitude. Proximity of the vortices limited the azimuthal growth, leading to elongated vortex shape and
increased interaction. It is interesting to note that maximum near nozzle vorticity did not correlate to increased downstream
cross section modification, as seen by comparing standard and symmetric configuration jet cross sections (Fig. 15). At the
ideally expanded condition, the difference between peak vorticity magnitude was reduced, though the symmetric config-
uration still achieved the lowest values. Increases in the radial extent of the vortices resulted for all but the symmetric
Fig. 29. Variation of Γ with downstream position.
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configuration, most likely due to a lack of proximity. Correspondingly, there was a reduction in the vortex coherence with an
increase in vortex radial extent. Additionally, secondary vortex structures developed between adjacent main pairs at the
radial extent of the vorticity field. The direction of rotation of these secondary structures was opposite compared to the
primary pair. Burak et al. [66] presented similar vorticity features in a computational study of chevrons.
In an effort to quantitatively assess the impact of chevron arrangement on the induced vorticity field, the maximum vorticity
was tabulated at each available axial location, as presented in Fig. 28, for the over and ideally expanded conditions. Following the
reasoning of Alkislar et al. [57], an exponential functionwas fit to each data set to illustrate the peak decay rate. All configurations
showed similar maximum vorticity values and decay rates, though the symmetric configuration induced a lower near nozzle
maximum vorticity than the other configurations. Following the discussion above, this is thought to result from the reduced
proximity of the induced vortex pairs which limited vortex diffusion. Downstream, the symmetric configuration's maximum
vorticity was larger than the other configurations, possibly indicating initial vortex interaction results in reduced persistence.
Though these differences are observable, the primary result was that chevron arrangement has limited effect on the maximum
vorticity in comparison to chevron geometry, as presented by Heeb et al. [24].
Following the reasoning of Heeb et al. [24], a metric that included both magnitude and spatial extent was deemed to
more accurately assess the effect of chevron arrangement on streamwise vorticity. This metric involves integrating the
modulus of streamwise vorticity at the available jet cross section as defined in the following equation:
Γ ¼
Z
cs
ωzj j dcs (7)
Fig. 29 displays the resulting decay profiles of the Γ quantity nondimensionalized by the fully expanded jet velocity and
diameter. Unlike the maximum vorticity profiles, the results were not found to decay exponentially. As expected from the
near nozzle vorticity contours presented in Figs. 26 and 27, the standard configuration resulted in a higher near nozzle Γ
value than the other configurations. The decay rate of the standard configuration is higher than the other configurations,
leading to similar values by two diameters downstream. The clustered and beveled configurations resulted in similar values
in both the overexpanded and ideally expanded regimes. The symmetric configuration displayed the lowest decay rate of
the investigated configurations, resulting in higher downstream values. This further illustrates the improved persistence of
the symmetric configuration due to reduced vortex interaction and coincides with the LSS peak amplitude and the
downstream integrated turbulence reductions presented above.
4. Conclusions
A study of the effects of chevron spacing and asymmetric distribution on a supersonic jet's flow and acoustic field was
performed in an effort to illuminate the potential benefits of optimizing more than just individual chevron geometry. To this
end, three differing arrangements were created from a set of six individual chevrons with fixed geometry: beveled (all six
chevrons grouped to one side of the nozzle), clustered (two groups of three chevrons assembled towards opposite sides of
the nozzle), and symmetric (six chevrons equally spaced around the nozzle perimeter). These were compared to a standard
chevron arrangement consisting of 12 chevrons encompassing the entirety of the nozzle perimeter, as well as an unmodified
baseline nozzle. Investigation of the overexpanded, ideally expanded, and underexpanded regimes was performed using
streamwise and cross stream PIV flow field measurements along with far-field acoustic measurements. This allowed cor-
relation between axial and radially aligned jet features such as shock spacing and streamwise vorticity and modifications of
the primary noise sources.
The most identifiable flow field modification achieved by the investigated configurations was the drastic change in cross
sectional shape. Near nozzle jetlets were introduced by all of the configurations except the symmetric configuration, which
was a result of the increased chevron spacing reducing vortex pair interaction. The standard and symmetric configuration's
downstream cross sections returned to roughly axisymmetric after the initial modification was mixed out by turbulence.
The beveled and clustered configuration's downstream jet cross sections, on the other hand, remained asymmetric and
tended toward triangular and elliptic in shape, respectively. Large amplitude screech tone reductions were identified as a
direct result of the drastic cross sectional modifications, with reductions in the 10–25 dB range achieved at all operating
conditions by all of the investigated configurations. A dependence of the reduction on azimuthal orientation was identified,
which indicated that shock-vortex interaction was detrimental to reductions. On an azimuthal and operating condition
averaged basis, the clustered configuration was identified as the optimal screech reducing configuration with an average of
20 dBs of reduction.
Additionally, reduction in the shock cell spacing was a consequence of the modification of the jet cross section. Through
quantitative analysis of streamwise velocity profiles, it was determined that all of the investigated configurations achieved
some level of mean shock cell length reduction. Correspondingly, an increase in peak BSAN frequency was achieved by all of
the investigated chevron configurations. The theoretical relation of Tam et al. [36] indicated that the trends in shock length
reduction and BSAN peak frequency increase were captured using the mean shock length determination routine defined
herein. Discrepancies in relative amplitude existed, most likely due to use of non-centerline velocity profiles, which
introduced non-orthogonal length measurements because of jet spread. The clustered Φ¼90° configuration universally
achieved the largest shock length reduction and the consequent largest increase in peak BSAN frequency.
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The average shock strength was also determined from measured velocity profiles and was found to be reduced by all of
the chevron configurations. The symmetric configuration was found to have limited azimuthal dependence on shock
strength, most likely due to the periodic chevron arrangement. The clustered configuration'sΦ¼90° plane achieved a lower
shock strength than the Φ¼0° plane, possibly due to the orientation of the elliptic cross section. The beveled configuration
indicated a switch in the optimal shock strength orientation due to a change in the general shock structure. BSAN amplitude
reductions roughly trended with the reductions in mean shock strength. The beveled Φ¼180° orientation performed
optimally in terms of BSAN amplitude reductions at all but the underexpanded condition.
Using the centerline profile of Lau et al. [59] the potential core length of the investigated configurations was calculated.
The large amplitude screech of the baseline jet at the Mj¼1.36 and 1.50 conditions resulted in much shorter potential core
lengths than predicted for an axisymmetric jet, making reduction conclusions difficult. Confining discussion to the inves-
tigated chevron configurations indicated that potential core length reductions were directly configuration dependent, with
the clustered configuration achieving the shortest length, followed by the symmetric, beveled and finally standard
configurations.
Chevron proximity was identified as a factor which influenced peak near nozzle vorticity magnitude and downstream
persistence as it related to vortex interaction. The integrated streamwise vorticity modulus' downstream persistence was
shown to correspond to large scale turbulence noise peak amplitude reductions along with reduced aft integrated turbu-
lence values. Consequently, the symmetric configuration achieved the optimum LSS peak amplitude reductions across the
investigated operating range, as the reduced chevron proximity enabled the induced vortex pairs to persist further
downstream.
Due to the complexity of supersonic jet noise, an optimal noise reducing configuration for all of noise sources across the
investigated operating range was not identifiable. In the overexpanded regime the symmetric configuration was able to
achieve worst case OASPL reductions within 1 dB of the standard configuration along with OASPL improvements up to
1.5 dB in the shock dominated quadrant. At the ideally and under expanded conditions, the beveled configuration at Φ¼0°
was able to achieve improvements of approximately 2 dB as compared to the standard configuration. This is an important
result as it indicates a possible reduction in thrust penalties of chevrons (reduced number of chevrons) while still achieving
appreciable noise reduction.
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